The early diagnosis of chronic conditions such as peripheral artery disease (PAD) leads to lower healthcare costs and better patient outcomes.

**WHAT IS PAD?**
PAD (Peripheral Artery Disease) is a chronic condition where the buildup of plaque in the arteries leads to decreased blood to the extremities, typically the legs.

**How prevalent is PAD?**
As of 2010, it was estimated that worldwide, 202 million were living with PAD. Common risk factors include age, smoking, obesity, & diabetes.

**How are patients affected?**
If untreated, PAD can lead to leg pain, slow-healing wounds, infection, amputation or stroke.

The PADnet advantage
- Non-invasively identifies disease in arteries and veins
- Supports screening and advanced diagnostics
- Comes with a mobile health assessment platform that enables secure community-based collaboration

PADnet
Discover hidden vascular disease
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